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- the market is over saturated with "me too" courses.

- only 17% that start a paid course, finish it.

- the student is typically left on there own to take the course.

- over 90% that finish the course don't implement the information.

- there is no accountability, no community, no collaboration. 

The Problem with courses:



- Build an interactive, engaging, online community with friendly
competition.

- Set your self apart by offering something different and more
dynamic.

- Get better conversions and have the ability to charge more then
your competition and easily justify the price.

The Solution: Reality Gamification



- Have your players actually do your course/game and not just
consume it, increasing repeat purchases, and referrals. 

- Get a 240% increase in completion rates (up to 40%) which
translates into more high ticket sales on the back end.

- Hold your players accountable and incentivize them to play more
consistently, refer their friends, and just have more fun learning.

The Solution: Reality Gamification



1. COMMUNITY 2. COLLABORATION

3. REWARDS 4. INCENTIVES 

Create a second home for your
players and create a loyal tribe
that stays, pays, and refers
their friends. 

Give your players the ability to
work together building lifelong
friendships and partnerships.

Your players have the ability to
earn branded swag by questing
through the game and also
increasing your brand.

Motivate your players to play
consisently through medals,
badges, and a leaderboard.

With NuMove's Reality Gamification Platform You Can Create:



The Potential

60%
INCREASE 700%

CONVERSION RATE
OF COMPANIES THAT

USE GAMIFICATION

IN USER ENGAGEMENT
AS A RESULT OF
GAMIFICATION

TRAINING FEATURES

50%
IMPROVED
PRODUCTIVITY OF

EMPLOYEES BY
USING GAMIFICATON
TRAINING FEATURES



-You get a completely white labeled web application that you can
customize and brand as your own.

-Two native applications in the app store and google play so your
players can easily play on their phone and you can easily
communicate with each and every player.

-Tech and Marketing support from NuMove to help you add new
features and market and sell your game.

Here's What You Get:









thank you.
we look forward to working with you.


